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Modern Japanese Grammar 2017-03-16

first published in 2013 as with its series counterparts this is an innovative reference guide to the japanese language combining traditional and function based grammar in
a single volume in its two part structure part a covers traditional grammatical categories such as structural features of the language and the behaviour of parts of
speech with a strong emphasis on contemporary usage all grammar points are richly illustrated with examples written in a combination of hiragana katakana and kanji
alongside romanizations and sentence meanings in english part b is organised around language functions such as expressing likes and dislikes giving and seeking
information making decisions and apologising this function based presentation is an invaluable guide to the situationally appropriate use of japanese for learners at all
levels the two parts of the grammar are closely linked by extensive cross references providing a grammatical and a functional perspective on many patterns in the language
this is the ideal reference grammar for learners of japanese at all levels from novice to advanced no prior knowledge of grammatical terminology is assumed and a glossary
of grammatical terms is provided

A Practical English Grammar 1880

modern dutch grammar a practical guide is an innovative reference guide to dutch combining traditional and function based grammar in a single volume with a strong
emphasis on contemporary usage all grammar points and functions are richly illustrated with examples the grammar is divided into two parts part i covers traditional
grammatical categories such as nouns and verbs part ii is carefully organized around language functions and contexts such as giving and seeking information describing
processes and results expressing attitudes mental states and emotions registers and style formal and informal communication e g youth talk main features of the grammar
include clear succinct and jargon free explanations extensive cross referencing between the different sections emphasis on areas of particular difficulty for learners of
dutch this is the ideal reference grammar for learners of dutch at all levels from elementary to advanced no prior knowledge of grammatical terminology is assumed and it
provides indices of grammatical terms and functions this grammar is complemented by a companion website featuring related exercises and activities to reinforce learning

Modern Dutch Grammar 2014-11-27

a guide to combining grammar teaching with a broadly communicative methodology

Grammar Practice Activities 1988-12-15

this new edition of the modern italian grammar is an innovative reference guide to italian combining traditional and function based grammar in a single volume with a
strong emphasis on contemporary usage all grammar points and functions are richly illustrated with examples implementing feedback from users of the first edition this
text includes clearer explanations as well as a greater emphasis on areas of particular difficulty for learners of italian divided into two sections the book covers
traditional grammatical categories such as word order nouns verbs and adjectives language functions and notions such as giving and seeking information describing
processes and results and expressing likes dislikes and preferences this is the ideal reference grammar for learners of italian at all levels from beginner to advanced no
prior knowledge of grammatical terminology is needed and a glossary of grammatical terms is provided this grammar is complemented by the modern italian grammar workbook
second edition which features related exercises and activities

Modern Italian Grammar 2005

modern mandarin chinese grammar is an innovative reference guide to mandarin chinese combining traditional and function based grammar in a single volume divided into two
sections closely linked by extensive cross references it covers traditional grammatical categories such as phrase order nouns verbs and specifiers language functions and
notions such as communication strategies giving and seeking information expressing apologies regrets and sympathies with all grammar points and functions richly
illustrated with examples and a strong emphasis on contemporary usage the main features of this grammar include examples in simplified characters traditional characters
and romanization pinyin as well as an emphasis on areas of particular difficulty for learners of mandarin chinese this is the ideal reference grammar for learners of
mandarin chinese at all levels from elementary to advanced no prior knowledge of grammatical terminology is assumed and a glossary of grammatical terms is provided
featuring related exercises and activities this grammar is accompanied by the modern mandarin chinese grammar workbook
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Analytical and Practical Grammar 1870

modern german grammar a practical guide third edition is an innovative reference guide to german combining traditional and function based grammar in a single volume the
grammar is divided into two parts part a covers grammatical categories such as word order nouns verbs and adjectives part b is organised according to language functions
and notions such as making introductions asking for something to be done delivering a speech possibility satisfaction the book addresses learners practical needs and
presents grammar in both a traditional and a communicative setting new to this edition and building on feedback from the previous edition the rules of the latest and so
far final spelling reform have been implemented throughout examples of usage have been updated and consideration given to swiss and austrian variants the chapter on
register has been expanded and now includes youth language and frequently used anglicisms in german the index now has even more key words it has also been redesigned to
differentiate between german words grammar terms and functions thus making it more user friendly the grammar assumes no previous grammatical training and is intended for
all those who have a basic knowledge of german from intermediate learners in schools and adult education to undergraduates taking german as a major or minor part of their
studies the grammar is accompanied by a third edition of modern german grammar workbook isbn 978 0 415 56725 1 which features exercises and activities directly linked to
the grammar ruth whittle is lecturer john klapper is professor of foreign language pedagogy katharina glöckel is the austrian lektorin and bill dodd is professor of
modern german studies all at the university of birmingham christine eckhard black is tutor and advisor in german at the oxford university language centre

A Practical English Grammar 1896

this text introduces the principles and practice of writing a comprehensive reference grammar it describes the means of collecting analysing and organizing data and
discusses the typological parameters that can be used to explore relationships with other languages

Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar 2006-09-27

modern german grammar is an innovative reference guide to german as it is spoken and written today

Modern German Grammar 2013-03-01

a clear comprehensive reference grammar

The Art of Grammar 2015

a clear comprehensive reference grammar

Modern German Grammar 2003

to understand and make the practical use of the grammatical rules is a challenge poised at various competitive exams students preparing for various competitive exams need
elucidated grammar rules that are explained in a very easy and understandable language practical english grammar composition is the hand book and an easy guide to learn
english aimed at learning and improving knowledge of grammar and its applicability in order to make the students conversant with the practical applicability of the
grammar rules sentences depicting the right usage are also given after the rules a number of solved exercises are also given after the chapters that enable the students
test their acquired knowledge word powers section is a unique feature of the book that will play a crucial role in making the students ready to face the competitions
ahead

Analytical and Practical Grammar 1867

first published in 1988 grammar practice activities is a language teaching classic this revised version combines tried and tested activities with up to date content
including a cd rom the book contains a collection of imaginative and interesting grammar practice activities suitable for a wide range of levels and ages clear teaching
notes accompany each activity ensuring they are easy to use in addition the accompanying cd rom provides print ready photocopiable worksheets which can be put to
immediate use in the classroom
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A Practical English Grammar 1989

this new edition of the modern french grammar is an innovative reference guide to french combining traditional and function based grammar in a single volume divided into
two parts part a covers traditional grammatical categories such as word order nouns verbs and adjectives and part b is organized around language functions and notions
such as giving and seeking information describing processes and results expressing likes dislikes and preferences with a strong emphasis on contemporary usage all grammar
points and functions are richly illustrated with examples implementing feedback from users of the first edition of the grammar this second edition includes clearer
explanations and greater emphasis on areas of particular difficulty for learners of french this is the ideal reference grammar for learners of french at all levels from
beginner to advanced no prior knowledge of grammatical terminology is assumed and a glossary of grammatical terms is provided this grammar is complemented by the modern
french grammar workbook second edition which features related exercises and activities

A Practical English Grammar 1986

exacto is an accessible guide to spanish grammar using an appealing visual layout the essentials of spanish grammar are presented in tables and charts allowing learners
to navigate the information easily and view explanations examples of usage and any exceptions to the rule at a glance key features grids and tables ensure key information
is available for quick reference and review graded to allow students to hone in on the material most suited to their current level coverage of spanish as a world language
with examples from different varieties of peninsular spanish and latin american spanish grammar and workbook in one with exercises within each unit to practise and
consolidate learning a glossary of grammatical terminology ensures all explanations within the book are clear and accessible an answer key making it ideal for self study
suitable for class use and independent study this new edition of exacto is the ideal grammar reference and practice resource for all learners of spanish from beginners to
advanced students

Practical English Grammar & Composition 2018-04-20

this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages
because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in
affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original work

Grammar Practice Activities Paperback with CD-ROM 2009-04-02

cognitive grammar in stylistics a practical guide provides an engaging accessible and practically focused introduction to cognitive grammar outlining how central
principles of the field can be used in stylistic analyses assuming no prior knowledge the book leads students through the basics of cognitive grammar outlining its place
within the field of cognitive linguistics as a whole providing clear explanations of key principles and concepts it then explains how these can be used to study a range
of literary and non literary texts the book argues that cognitive grammar offers a powerful alternative to more traditional grammatical models when analysing texts its
primary focus is on the practical application of cognitive grammar to examples of language in context and on its potential for both literary and non literary material it
offers a clear and facilitating approach to allow students to describe language features carefully and to explore how these descriptions can be developed into full and
rich analyses suitable for undergraduate students taking modules in stylistics english language and cognitive linguistics as well as postgraduates encountering the field
for the first time the book provides a much needed and essential guide to this exciting subject

A Practical Grammar of the English Language 1823

practical grammar is a three level british grammar course for self study or use in the classroom the series takes students through key aspects of english grammar from
elementary to upper intermediate levels

Modern French Grammar 2004-08-02

each level of practical grammar has 100 units divided into modules of five units each module examines a particular area of grammar the grammar is set in short everyday
conversations or texts showing the language in natural situations which students will find engaging and can relate to students then examine the form meaning and use of
the language before practicing it in a variety of activity types a review section concludes each module and regular tests check students progress each level comes with
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two audio cds and a pin code which allows access to mypg for extensive additional online practice for use at home or in self access centres real language in natural
situations exposes students to grammar at work listening and pronunciation two audio cds provide listen and check support and key pronunciation of the grammar items tips
highlight common errors and characteristics of english grammar regular review and progress tests give students the opportunity to check their learning

¡Exacto! 2018-04-24

routledge s modern grammar series is an innovative reference guide combining traditional and function focused grammar in a single volume with an accompanying workbook the
aim of the modern korean grammar is to provide an overview of the structures and functions of the korean language designed for those who have already acquired the basics
of the language the book combines a comprehensive description of the grammatical structures of korean with a functional usage approach to the language all target
grammatical and functional points will be illustrated with examples in hangul with english translations for better understanding in addition the use of linguistic
terminology is limited to facilitate quick and easy comprehension

A Practical Grammar of the English Language (1879) 2008-06-01

practical english grammar helps students think about how the english language is structured and how it works the authors break down the basic elements of an english
sentence show students how the parts function and give students the tools they need to parse and revise any sentence that they read or write the publication approaches
the study of language as a series of puzzles which allows for individual and group work that students find accessible challenging and satisfying this approach serves two
basic functions first it demystifies english and empowers students to use it with confidence and second it improves students critical thinking and problem solving skills
in a way that benefits all future academic inquiries additionally once students understand the structure of the language the rules of punctuation easily fall into place
grammar and usage is best taught in the context of student reading and writing and this text was developed so that students can apply its lessons to the work they are
doing in other courses this text emphasizes that meaning is conveyed and understood via the structure of a sentence by the completion of this text students understand how
to recognize and employ these methods as well from publisher s description

Practical English Grammar 2018-09-06

this book is a ready reference tool to help students understand the rules that are needed for the correct use of english grammar within the context of various text types
students are introduced to grammar initially from an overall text level and then more micro levels are explored grammar at the text level connectives paragraphs word
chains figurative language grammar at the sentence level sentence structures grammar at the clause level clause structures types of clauses grammar at the phrase level
phrase structures punctuation grammar at the word level nouns pronouns verbs and verb groups verb tenses adverbs adjectives conjunctions prepositions abreviations the
guide is organised in a double page spread format one page outlines each grammar point under the following headings definition types contexts structure and examples the
second page highlights the use of the same grammar point in a longer text key concepts and relationships are highlighted by coloured arrows circles balloons etc various
types of text are used throughout the guide this presentation provides the scaffolding and modelling necessary for the development of writing skills get ahead in grammar
a practical guide for students has been written by two experienced classroom teachers and provides teachers parents and students with a unique tool to improve writing
skills the guide is suitable for all students from upper primary school to post secondary school including esl students

Cognitive Grammar in Stylistics 1822

da a practical guide to russian grammar is a concise and contemporary combined reference grammar and workbook for intermediate level students and is ideal for use both in
the classroom and for self study the book contains clear explanations of the core areas of russian grammar each point is illustrated with examples of contemporary
language usage showing you how grammar works in practice while at the same time enhancing your vocabulary and cultural knowledge every chapter ends with a variety of
exercises to test your progress and consolidate your understanding da a practical guide to russian grammar features tables to help you absorb more easily specific rules
of grammar level indicators so you can tailor learning to suit your ability and progress with confidence in text icons that identify difficult points of grammar for you
so you know where you need to focus that little bit harder a glossary to aid your understanding of complex grammatical terms exercises at the ends of chapters so you can
test your comprehension answers to exercises so you can check your own work with free access to online interactive exercises with audio that give you practice listening
and pronouncing russian da a practical guide to russian grammar is one of the most comprehensive resources for russian grammar available
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A Philosophical and Practical Grammar of the English Language 2011

this book is a basic introduction and basis for english grammar and composition and covers the preliminary and fundamental rules of grammar in the english language

Practical Grammar 1858

modern mandarin chinese grammar a practical guide third edition is an innovative reference guide to mandarin chinese combining traditional and function based grammar in a
single volume the grammar is divided into two parts part a covers traditional grammar points such as phrase order and the structure of noun phrases and verb phrases part
b is carefully organized around language functions and situations such as asking questions communication strategies making comparisons giving orders and making requests
expressing apologies regrets and sympathy the two parts of the grammar are closely linked by extensive cross references providing a grammatical and functional perspective
on many patterns the grammar is coordinated with the workbook which provides grammar focused and situation focused exercises to facilitate practice and reinforce language
use all grammar points and functions are richly illustrated with examples presented in simplified and traditional characters and pinyin romanization with a strong
emphasis on contemporary usage this third edition includes new sections on character structure social media speaker perspective and more as well as updated illustrative
sentences and an expanded index modern mandarin chinese grammar is ideal for all learners of mandarin chinese from beginner to intermediate and advanced students

A Practical Grammar of the Latin Language; with Perpetual Exercises in Speaking and Writing 1873

excerpt from a practical english grammar with lessons in composition and letter writing i have tried to keep in mind that the grammarian s prov ince is to collect and
arrange the facts and principles of lan guage as they are exhibited in the habitual usage of the majority of educated speakers and writers and that it is not his province
to make laws for the government of the language nor to try to make it conform to laws that gram marians have made or have transferred from the grammars of inflected and
too often dead languages the object of the study of english grammar is not pri marily to learn to speak and write the english language correctly as we have so often been
told but to acquaint the pupil with the logic of thought and expression to add to his enjoyment of excellent literary productions to give him mind discipline literary
culture and readiness of speech and perhaps incidentally to correct a few of his inaccurate expressions and to hinder the acquisition of others about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy
in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A Practical Grammar of the English Language 2011

Practical Grammar 3 2017-06-14

Modern Korean Grammar 1889

A Practical English Grammar 2020

Practical English Grammar 2007

Get Ahead in Grammar 2013-11-26
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Da! A Practical Guide to Russian Grammar 2007

A practical English grammar. Exercises : 2 1828

A Practical Grammar of the German Language 2021-01-01

Practical Grammar and Composition 1874

A Practical and Critical Grammar of the English Language 2024-01-24

Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar 1986

A Practical English Grammar. 4th edition 2017-06

A Practical English Grammar 1898

Practical English Grammar: Nouns, articles, adjectives, pronouns
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